Album Notes
Denise Young, Soprano
Every creative project exists within the context of its time. Indeed, what
a time we are living in.
I have been here long enough to recall my exact footprint for the loss of
both Kennedys, King, Malcolm, and for events now depicted in
Wikipedia and for which our digitalized generation only reads about.
For us who were there, even as young beings… the current times carry a
state of anxious and turbulent existence we believed was behind us.
It cannot go unseen, heard or un-noted, the slow fevered uprising of the voices of the disenfranchised of all
cultures, races, ethnicities. I felt it coming…whether in my family’s rural Louisiana, my beloved Colorado
home, my Silicon Valley home, or traveling around the world… so I tried to incorporate as much as possible
into a few pieces at a time… with the inherent understanding that this would be a lifelong endeavor…
chronicling the voices of others through my artistic lens.
I’m grateful for the uprising of new voices—and yet, the silencing of others still vexes my soul. In an era where I
personally have seen vast possibility, at the same time, must reconcile an era in which it’s hard to determine
where to even start to drive toward spiritual accountability…, where everyone takes a stand, because it requires
all of us to do so.
As a girl, I lived to listen to Price, Anderson, Callas, Norman and Battle. I was told they were great sopranos,
and the notable thing about this was, sopranos were always heard…through their sheer vocal elevation or the

quieting of everything around them when they sang. It didn’t always play out as such for me, but it certainly gave
me my blueprint for life.
For the past two decades, I have lived in two worlds. One was the creative innovative world of technology,
lending my passion and imagination to the nurturing of Apple’s talented , where I worked daily to optimize
human potential. The other, this joyful world of music where I do the exact same.
For this album, those worlds become one, finally, in a way that reveal insights to those truly listening.
Through the creating of this project I held these thoughts esoterically…
How to nurture every voice? Is everyone heard? How to create empathy in those who’ve not had it
extended to them?
Practically, I utilized about every business skill I’d learned over the years. Recognizing talent, leading with a
vision, inspiring a team, orchestrating details and trying to remain aesthetically open. How not to give up when
you feel like you’re not moving… forward.
Call them business lessons, life lessons. Call it the process of creativity, or simply evolving humanly.
This is my artistic story, at the very least, a representation of how I’ve held my place at the intersection of art
technology, and humanity . I encourage all of us to invest fully in the artistic voices within. To do so involves
quiet work, as this has emerged a quiet project that suggests deep listening. We all need the healing time. May
these songs help guide us on how to speak in a world of noise… and how better to head toward love, away from
fear.
— Denise Young

—

We walk through this
life but once. To protect
our hearts, we steadfastly
hold onto our own lived
reality as truth. Both
Sides Now reminds us
that when we step into
not knowing, not being
so certain of what is
ahead, that we can finally
see the lovely truth of
uncertainty.

Come Sunday
Duke Ellington’s jazz hymn
emerged from his work
Black, Brown & Beige. As a
prayer for the ages, it’s lyrics
ring as familiar for every
Ferguson, Philadelphia, St
Paul ... every community
trying to survive the loss of a
young Black life, “ oh lord
please see my people
through...”.
Paired with the Verdi aria O
Patria Mia sung by the
Ethiopian princess Aida, the
two pieces cry out for
communities of
heartbroken, to be
seen, and heard.

For the millions of
refugees of conflict,
immigrants and seekers
of freedom, Verdi speaks
for them through the
Aida aria
“O Patria Mia.” the aria
requires we pause the
debate of where they will
be transported and
housed… and allows us
to sit with them in the
sadness of leaving their
home country.

In the joy of life, we
must still endure the loss
of those we love.
Writing Nature of Your
Pain—was a way to buy
myself time to grieve my
father. Hoping this song
makes it all right to just
sit with grief through
the tough days, and
allow it to do what it
does: Become soulfilling fuel for the
journey ahead.

Sting’s Appalachian folk
song and Civil War clarion
You Will Be My Ain True
Love becomes a dedication
to dreamers.. those of legal
definition, and figurative
dreamers, that we prevail,
that our dreams are not
thwarted.
“ ... and those who hunt
thee down, they will fail.”
Special gratitude to
trumpet-master Terence
Blanchard, appearing as we
know him best.

Vocalise ..
Perhaps the most recorded
Rachmaninov classic in
history—is melodically
gorgeous, and has no lyrics.
Having no words, does not
mean it has little to say.
Spoken-word artist Sekou
Andrews mates a “Poem of
No Words” to the piece, and
in so doing, awakens us to
hearing voice where none
supposedly exists.

Sparrow / Blackbird
takes us back to sitting on a
front porch... storytelling
with whomever may stop
in…Bringing together two
types of birds—the
simplicity of the divinely
protected sparrow and the
free spirited “Blackbird”,
the two flying off together
in friendship. Guest artists
Tuck Andress and Patti
Cathcart Andress are an
added blessing to a revered
classic.

Round About the
Mountain
An American spiritual-calls
out hypocrisy of heart:
“When I was a sinner, a
seekin' just like you I went
down in the valley and I
prayed 'til I come through
You hypocrite, you
concubine, your placed
among the swine
You go to God with your
lips and tongues, but you
leave your heart behind”
Enough said.

Antonio Carlos Jobim’s
classic is a
documentation of the
beauty of daily routine
life, the life we’d see if
we all close our eyes and
hope. This rendition of
Waters of March is a
salute to all people and
communities in states of
rebuilding the art of
life... post disasters,
chaos, or disruption.
John James join us in
musical conversation.

As Gershwin bares
vulnerable, the
beautiful, tormented
and addicted Bess— the

Lament adds her
unscripted chorus to
this classic declaration
of Bess’s newfound
safety and care with
Porgy.

